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A scheme for tunneling control of cavity linewidth narrowing by quantum interference in triangular-type triple quantum
dots (TQDs) is proposed. In such system, quantum interference induced by tunneling between the TQDs can result in
the appearance of two transparency windows and a steep dispersion. Furthermore, when the sample is embedded in a
ring cavity, an ultranarrow transmission peak is obtained within the narrowed transparency windows. And by varying
the tunneling, the linewidth and the position of the ultranarrow transmission peak can be engineered. Because no
coupling laser is required, the scheme proposed here is more convenient for future experiments and applications in
optics, and may be useful in designing novel optoelectronic devices.

Keywords: triple quantum dots; quantum interference; electromagnetically induced transparency; cavity transmission
spectrum; linewidth narrowing

1. Introduction

The phenomenon of electromagnetically induced
transparency (EIT), which results from quantum
interference and coherence [1], plays an important role
in the interaction between light and matter [2,3].
Possible applications of EIT include light propagation
control [4,5], light storage [6], enhancement of
nonlinearity at low light levels [7], etc. Reduced
absorption and steep dispersion produced by EIT can
induce cavity linewidth narrowing, which is known as
intracavity EIT termed by Lukin et al. [8], and may be
used for higher solution spectroscopic measurements and
frequency stabilization. Cavity linewidth narrowing was
experimentally first observed in a hot atomic vapor [9],
then in a cold atomic system [10], and in a Doppler-
broadened medium [11].

The above studies are carried out in atomic medium,
and coupling lasers are essential in these systems. On the
other hand, two or more quantum dots coupled by
tunneling can form quantum dot molecules, where the
tunneling of electrons or holes can be controlled by an
external electric field, creating a multilevel structure of
excitonic states. Experimentally, double quantum dots
(DQDs) have been realized in both vertical [12] and lateral
[13] types, and have been used for optical spectroscopy
[14], excitonic entanglement [15], single photon and spin
storage [16], and coherent population trapping [17]. On
the theoretical side, many works have been carried out

about DQDs, such as EIT and slow light [18–20],
entanglement [21–24], optical bistability [25,26], coherent
population transfer [27], narrowing of transmission
spectrum [28], and fluorescence spectrum [29].

Recently, a four-level tripod atomic system has been
extensively investigated to EIT and slow light [30,31],
control of spontaneous emission [32], stimulated
Raman adiabatic passage [33], two-dimensional atom
localization [34,35], cavity linewidth narrowing [36,37],
and so on. Building on DQDs, triple quantum dots
(TQDs) have been achieved in much experimental
progress [38–41]. And with tunneling coupling,
triangular-type TQDs can form a four-level tripod
system. And in such triangular-type TQDs, two
tunneling between the dots can produce quantum
interference, which has been used for slow light [42] and
optical bistability [43]. Inspired by these works, in this
paper, we propose a scheme for obtaining a tunable
ultranarrow cavity transmission in triangular TQDs. In
such system, quantum interference can be produced by
tunneling coupling, resulting in two transparency
windows. By tuning the tunneling, the transparency
windows can be made very narrow, and within the
narrowed transparency window, an ultranarrow cavity
transmission can be obtained. Here, we use tunneling
instead of coupling lasers to obtain cavity linewidth
narrowing, which makes the scheme be more convenient
for experiments and applications in optics.
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2. Model and equations

The schematic of the setup of a triangular TQDs is
shown in Figure 1(a). Because of the nanoscale interdot
separation, the electron states in QDs are delocalized,
while the hole states in QDs are localized. And the
tunneling between the dots can be controlled by placing
a gate electrode between QDs. In the absence of a bias
voltage, the electron tunneling between QD1 and QD2,
and that of between QD1 and QD3 are very weak.
While in the presence of a bias voltage, the band
profiles’ alignment is modified, resulting in the
enhancement of the electron tunneling between QD1 and
QD2, and QD1 and QD3. And in both cases, there is no
tunneling between QD2 and QD3. We show the
schematic of the level configuration of the TQDs in
Figure 1(b). Without the optical excitation, there is no
exciton inside all the QDs, condition represented by the
state 0j i. Then with the optical excitation, a direct
exciton is created inside QD1, which corresponds to
state 1j i. The tunneling can allow the electron to tunnel
from QD1 to QD2 or QD3 forming the indirect
excitons, which are denoted as state 2j i and state 3j i,
respectively.

The Hamiltonian of these TQDs in the interaction
picture and in the rotating wave and dipole
approximations is given by (assumption of �h ¼ 1)

H ¼
X3
j¼0

Ej jj i jh j þ ½ðXpe
�ixpt 0j i 1h j þ T2 2j i 1h j

þ T3 3j i 1h jÞ þ H.c:�; (1)

where Ej ¼ �hxj is the energy of state jj i, ωp is the
probe field frequency, Xp ¼ l01 � e � E is the Rabi
frequency of the transition 0j i ! 1j i, with μ01 being the
associated dipole transition-matrix element, e is the
polarization vector, and E is the electric-field amplitude
of the laser pulse. And T2 and T3 are the tunneling
coupling between states 1j i and 2j i, and states 1j i and
3j i, respectively.

To remove the time-dependent oscillatory terms, the
unitary transformation is used [44],

U ¼ exp
ixpt

2
ð 1j i 1h j þ 2j i 2h j þ 3j i 3h jÞ

� �
: (2)

Then using Baker–Hausdorff lemma [45], Equation (1)
can be written as follows,

H ¼
�dp Xp 0 0
Xp dp T2 0
0 T2 d2 T3
0 0 T3 d3

0
BB@

1
CCA: (3)

Here, δp =ω10−ωp is the detuning of the probe field,
with ω10 being the transition frequency between 1j i
and 0j i states. And other detunings are denoted as
δ2 = δp + 2ω12, δ3 = δp + 2ω13, with ω12 and ω13 as the
energy splitting of states 1j i and 2j i, and that of states
1j i and 3j i, respectively. Experimentally, ω12 and ω13

can be modified by manipulation of the external
electric field that changes the effective confinement
potential.

The dynamics of the system is described by
Liouville–von Neumman–Lindblad equation [46]

dq
dt

¼ � i

�h
H ; qðtÞ½ � þ LðqÞ; (4)

where ρ(t) is the density-matrix operator. The Liouville
operator L(ρ) describes the dissipative process. With the
Markovian approximation, Liouville operator can be
written as [47]

LðqÞ ¼ 1

2

X
i

Cijð2 jj i ih jq ij i jh j � q ij i ih j � ij i ih jqÞ

þ ci0
dð2 ij i ih jq ij i ih j � q ij i ih j � ij i ih jqÞ; (5)

where Γij is the radiative decay rate of populations from
ij i ! jj i and ci0

d is the pure dephasing rates.

Figure 1. (a) The schematic of the setup of triangular TQDs.
The probe field transmits the QD 1. VB is a bias voltage.
(b) The schematic of the level configuration of triangular
TQDs. (The colour version of this figure is included in the
online version of the journal.)
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Substituting Equations (3) and (5) into Equation (4),
the density matrix ρij elements are

_q01 ¼ �i½Xpðq11 � q00Þ þ T2q02 þ T3q03� þ ðidp
� c1Þq01; (6a)

_q02 ¼ �iðT2q01 � Xpq12Þ þ
i

2
ðdp þ d2Þ � c2

� �
q02; (6b)

_q03 ¼ �iðT3q01 � Xpq13Þ þ
i

2
ðdp þ d3Þ � c3

� �
q03; (6c)

_q11 ¼ �i Xpðq10 � q01Þ þ T2ðq12 � q21Þ þ T3ðq13 � q31Þ
� �

� C10q11;

(6d)

_q12 ¼ �i T2ðq11 � q22Þ � Xpq02 � T3q32
� �

þ i

2
ðd2 � dpÞ � ðc1 þ c2Þ

� �
q12; (6e)

_q13 ¼ �i T3ðq11 � q33Þ � Xpq03 � T2q23
� �

þ i

2
ðd3 � dpÞ � ðc1 þ c3Þ

� �
q13; (6f)

_q22 ¼ �iT2ðq21 � q12Þ � C20q22; (6g)

_q23 ¼ �iðT3q21 � T2q13Þ þ
i

2
ðd3 � d2Þ � ðc2 þ c3Þ

� �
q23;

(6h)

_q33 ¼ �iT3ðq31 � q13Þ � C30q33; (6i)

with ρ00 + ρ11 + ρ22 + ρ33 = 1 and _qij ¼ _qji. And
ci ¼ 1

2Ci0 þ ci0
dði ¼ 1� 3Þ is the typical effective decay

rate.
In the limit of a weak probe field, almost all excitons

will remain in state 0j i and hence, we may assume that
ρ00 = 1 and for other elements, ρij = 0 for the steady state.
Then we can obtain the expression of ρ01 by solving
Equation (6),

q01 ¼
1

ðdp � ic1Þ � T22

dpþx12�ic2ð Þ �
T32

dpþx13�ic3ð Þ
(7)

And the probe susceptibility χ is proportional to the
density matrix element ρ01,

vðd1Þ ¼ N l01j j2
e0Xp

1

ðdp � ic1Þ � T22

ðdpþx12�ic2Þ �
T32

ðdpþx13�ic3Þ
(8)

Here, N = (Γ/V) is the excitons volume density, with Γ
being the optical confinement factor, V being the volume
of the TQDs, and ε0 is the dielectric constant [48].

The susceptibility χ can be separated into real (χ′)
and imaginary (χ″) parts, which represent the absorption
and dispersion of the medium, respectively.

3. Absorption and dispersion spectrum of TQDs

In this part, we plot in Figure 2 the absorption (χ″) and
dispersion (χ′) spectrum according to Equation (8) for
different parameters. We point out that the absorption
and dispersion spectra have been studied in an atomic
system with the coupling lasers. But here, we use
tunneling instead of the coupling lasers and obtain
similar results. And in TQDs, the tunneling coupling T2

Figure 2. The absorption spectrum (solid line) and dispersion
spectrum (dotted line) as a function of δp. The parameters are
(a) T2 = 2, T3 = 0, ω12 = −1, ω13 = 0, (b) T2 = 2, T3 = 2, ω12

= −1, ω13 = 1, (c) T2 = 2, T3 = 0.5, ω12 = −1, ω13 = 1, (d) T2 = 2,
T3 = 0.5, ω12 = −1, ω13 = 3, and (e) T2 = 2, T3 = 0.5, ω12 = −1,
ω13 = −1. Other parameters are Γ10 = 0.66, Γ20 = Γ30 = 10−4Γ10,
γ1 = 1, and γ2 = γ3 = 10−3γ1. And all the parameters are scaled
by γ1. (The colour version of this figure is included in the
online version of the journal.)
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and T3 depend on the barrier characteristics and the
external electric field. Energy splitting ω12 and ω13 can
be done by manipulation of the external electric field
that changes the effective confinement potential. In
addition, in this investigation we work in the low
temperature regime, and consider both the population
decay rates and the dephasing rates. The realistic values
of the parameters are according to Ref. [19] and Refs.
therein [49–56]. And for simplicity, all the parameters
are scaled by the decay rate γ1. Though some of the
values of parameters are for DQDs, it can be inferred
that the tunneling, energy splitting and decay rates of
TQDs have the same values with that of DQDs.

Here, we consider the case that the tunneling T2 and
energy splitting ω12 are not changed, and see how T3
and ω13 modify the absorption and dispersion spectra.
First, when only QD 1 and QD 2 are coupled together
by tunneling T2, the system reduces to DQDs and the
results in Figure 2(a) are similar to the earlier work
[18,19]. Then in Figure 2(b)–(e), we show the case that
QD 3 is also coupled to the system by tunneling T3. In
this case, the electron can tunnel from QD 1 to QD 2 or
QD 3, forming the four-level tripod system. When
ω13 = −ω12 and T3 = T2, the absorption spectrum is
symmetrical, and two wide transparency windows appear

(solid line in Figure 2(b)). Within the two transparency
windows, the slope of the dispersion is the same (dotted
line in Figure 2(b)). With decreasing value of T3, the
absorption spectrum becomes unsymmetrical with one
transparency window being much narrower than the
other one, and the dispersion within the narrower
transparency window is much steeper (Figure 2(c)). Then
we tune the energy splitting ω13. With increase in the
value of ω13, the position of the narrower transparency
window moves to the blue frequency side, and the
dispersion within the narrower transparency window is
steeper as well, as shown in Figure 2(d). And last, we
show a special case of ω13 =ω12 in Figure 2(e). As one
can see, there is only one wide transparency window in
the absorption spectrum with gentle dispersion in the
area of the transparency window.

To obtain a more general case, we plot in Figure 3,
the three-dimensional absorption and dispersion spectra
for various values of tunneling T3 and energy splitting
ω13. From Figure 3(a) and (b), one can see that there are
two transparency windows locating at the position of
δp = −ω12 and δp = −ω13 under the coupling of both
tunneling. And the decreasing intensity of tunneling T3
can result in the narrowing width of the transparency
window, as show in Figure 3(a). This narrowed

Figure 3. (a) The absorption and (c) dispersion spectra as functions of δp and T3. (b) The absorption and (d) dispersion spectra as
functions of δp and ω13. Other parameters are the same as those in Figure 2. (The colour version of this figure is included in the
online version of the journal.)
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transparency window can occur in large range of ω13, as
long as ω13 ≠ ω12 (Figure 3(b)). And within the
narrowed transparency window, steep dispersion can be
obtained (Figure 3(c) and (d)).

From Figures 2 and 3, we can conclude that the
intensity of the tunneling coupling can modify the width
of the transparency windows, while the energy splitting
can change the position of them. And in the area of the
narrower transparency window, much steeper dispersion
can be obtained. On the other hand, the changing of
value of T2 and ω12 can also modify the absorption and
dispersion spectra. Because of the symmetrical setup, the
results are similar to the above (we do not show these
results here).

4. Transmission spectrum of TDQs

In this part, we embed the TQDs sample in a ring cavity,
as shown in Figure 4. We consider the optical cavity of
length L with TQDs sample of length l. Then the cavity
transmission can be expressed as [8]

ðxÞ ¼ t2

1þ r2j2 � 2rj cos½UðxÞ� ; (9)

Here, t and r denote the transmissivity and the
reflectivity of both the input and the output mirrors with
r2 + t2 = 1. For simplicity, we assume that mirror 3 has
100% reflectivity. And UðxÞ ¼ x

c ðLþ lv0Þ is the total
phase shift, which is contributed by the real part (χ′) of
the susceptibility of the TQDs. And j ¼ expð� x

c lv
00Þ is

the medium absorption per round trip, which is caused
by the imaginary part (χ″) of the susceptibility of the
TQDs, leading to the attenuation of the amplification of
the probe field.

On inspection of the round-trip phase shift, the
pulling equation representing the resonance frequency of
the combined cavity and medium system is [8]

xr ¼ 1

1þ g
xc þ g

1þ g
xp; (10a)

g ¼ xp
l

2L

@v0

@xp
(10b)

Here, η defines a frequency-locking or stabilization
coefficient, which is relative to the dispersion of the
system. Equation (10) indicates that ωr is contributed by
two factors, one is the resonance frequency of the empty
cavity ωc, with ωc =mc/L (for integer m) and the other
is the probe transition frequency of TQDs. When EIT is
induced in TQDs medium, the probe transition frequency
ωp is close to ω10. Therefore, the medium around
transparency window will pull the resonance frequency
ωr to its respective EIT frequency.

Using the same methods in Ref. [8], the width of
cavity resonances δω changed by the intracavity medium is

dx ¼ 1� rjffiffiffi
j

p
1� rð Þ

1

1� g
dxc; (11)

Figure 4. The schematic of a cavity TQDs system. (The
colour version of this figure is included in the online version of
the journal.)

Figure 5. The cavity transmission spectrum as a function of
δp. The parameters refer to Figure 2, and r = 0.98. (The colour
version of this figure is included in the online version of the
journal.)
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where δωc is the empty cavity linewidth. And
ð1� rjÞ= ffiffiffi

j
p ð1� rÞ describes an enhancement of the

effective cavity and medium width due to additional
losses, while 1/(1−η) describes the reduction due to the
linear dispersion. When EIT is induced, the absorption
can be negligible ðv00 ! 0Þ, whereas, if the dispersion is
large, then Equation (11) can be simplified as

dx ¼ 1

1� g
dxc: (12)

Equation (12) indicates that the large dispersion will
result in substantial line narrowing within the
transparency windows.

According to Equation (9), we plot the numerical
simulation of the cavity transmission spectrum in
Figure 5 with the same parameters used in Figure 2.
First, in the absence of T3, the system is similar to
DQDs and one broad transmission peak appears, as
shown in Figure 5(a). The dispersion in Figure 2(a) is
gentle, which is responsible for the broad linewidth of
the transmission peak. Then we apply both tunneling T2
and T3 and create a four-level tripod system. When
ω13 = −ω12 and T3 = T2, one can see that the
transmission spectrum is symmetrical with two same
wide transmission peaks, as shown in Figure 5(b). With
decreasing intensity of tunneling T3, the transmission
peak close to δp = −ω13 becomes much narrower than the
one close to δp = −ω12, but keep the position unchanged
(Figure 5(c)). Then we increase the energy splitting of
ω13, compared with Figure 5(c), the narrower
transmission peak moves to the blue frequency side, as
shown in Figure 5(d). The narrowing of the transmission
peak is due to the steeper dispersion within the narrower
transparency window (Figure 2(c) and (d)). And finally
when ω13 =ω12, the extra narrow transmission peak
disappears, and there is only one wide transmission peak
in the spectrum (Figure 5(e)). This is because, for
ω13 =ω12, only one wide transparency window is
obtained (Figure 2(e)).

The transmission spectrum as functions of δp and T3
is shown in Figure 6(a). As can be seen, with decreasing
value of T3, the linewidth of the transmission peak close
to δp = −ω13 is decreased, while that of close to
δp = −ω12 is nearly unchanged. We showed in
Figure 6(b) the transmission spectrum as functions of
δp and ω13, and find that there is always one narrow
transmission peak close to δp = −ω13. From Figures 5
and 6, the conclusion can be made that the intensity of
tunneling can modify the linewidth of the transmission
peak, and the energy splitting can change the position of
it. And this can be done by changing the external
electric field in TQDs.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have proposed a scheme for obtaining
a tunable ultranarrow cavity transmission controlled by
tunneling in triangular TQDs. Due to quantum
interference produced by tunneling between the dots,
two transparency windows are obtained. By proper
tuning the tunneling, the transparency window can be
made very narrow, and within the narrow transparency
window, high dispersion can be acquired. Furthermore,
when the sample is embedded in a ring cavity,
ultranarrow transmission peaks are obtained. And the
linewidth and the position of this ultranarrow
transmission peak can be controlled by adjusting the
tunneling. Such cavity linewidth narrowing is due to
the steep dispersion and reduced absorption produced by
the tunneling, and may be used in the area of higher
solution spectroscopic measurements and frequency
stabilization.
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